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Portions of this document may be illegible in electronic image products. Images are produced from the best available original document. Tables and Figures   Table 1  Table 2  Table 3  Table 4 Figure 1 Existing 1980 MW (%) ' Ihe development of the geothermal power industry in the United States has undergone what many consider to be a revolulion in technology, development, and acceptance by tbe financial and utility communities. GeodKxmal is no longer a one technology industry centered in The Geysers of northern California. It is, instead, a main supplier of electrical energy throughout California and experiencing rapid growth in Nevada and Utab. In fact, geothermal power generation is rapidly becoming the alternative energy of choice for many utilities out pacing wind, solar, biomass, and even cogeneration in areas where available.
large extent, a reflection of the growing and maturing independent power industry, a direct result of PURPA implementation. Geothermal provides the independent power production with a costcffective means of meeting utility demand with plants which ate becoming more and more energy efficient and which exhibits outstanding capacity and availability. The track record established by the geothermal industty over the past decade has eased the Pats of financiers, utilities, and utility regulators, and established geothermal as a major contender for futrne utility aquisition of power throughout the west.
of site visits and interviews wirh plant owners and operators, representatives of major financial institutions, utilities involved with geothermal power purchases and/or wheeling.
Information so obtained was suppoxted by fiterature research and data supplied by engineering finus who have been involved with designing and/or construction of a majority of he plants visited. ' Ihe interviews were conducted by bother element common to all of the states is the ongoing evolution of the electric utility industry. "he traditional role of utilities began changing in the early 1980's due to several factors. One was the passage of PURPA, as already discussed. A second was a lower than anticipated in consumer demand Low demand reduced the need for large increments of new electxicity, i.e., thermal power plants, the traditional means of meeting the need for new capacity. A third factor was the decision by many state utility commissions to disallow what they considered to be imprndent investments in large (nuclear and coal) plants to be passed on to ratepayers. This had the effect of further discouraging utility investments in new generation. A fourth factor was the opportunity of utilities to diversify into unregulated businesses. Such "outside" business represents the new alternative investment opportunity for utilities. Non-utility businesses have displaced construction of new capacity as a major means of both utility growth and of meeting shareholder obligations. For example, many utilities, as a natural extension of their historical role (elecuicity production and distribution), are forming subsidiaries which design and wnstxuct plants for non-utility developers, provide operation and maintenance services, or both. In some cases, the utility subsidiary may even obtain an equity position in the project. Another technique is to merge with other private utilities. The Pacificorp and Utah Power and Light merger is a good example of this and will be covered in more detail later in this chapter. The sum result of these factors is tbat today electric utilities build few new power plants, preferring instead to buy either power or other utilities to meet increased electrical demand.
-Innovative Design ofNm Geothemf Generating Phnts

California
them axe two areas with well defined geotbermd resources and several others with high geothemal potential. The Geysers geothermal field in northern California, and the Imperial Valley in southern California wexe discovered, and in the case of the former, under development, long before the current energy environment evolved. These plants use small, modular, binary technology. Total net capacity for these plants is about ca 25 MW. The Brawley plant has subsequently been shut down and removed as it was an experimental facility that served its purpose; all the others are still operating.
In 1982, the California Public Utility Commission (CPUC) forecasted a shortage of power in the state, and ordered California utilities to file short-run standard offers for power. The standard offers were essentially complete contracts, with set prices. These offers were to all quualifyiug cogeneration and small power production facilities without exception or conditions. In September 1983, the CPUC adopted Interim Standard O f f e r Number 4 ( S O 4 which was based on utility long-run avoided costs. TIE SO4 contract provided both an economic and regulatory vehicle for the rapid development of independent power. The advent of Standard Offers greatly accelerated.the viability, development, and recognition of the geothermal power iodUstry,
The economic aspect of SO4 is reflected in the name:
standard terms and prices for energy purchased from nonutility producers. The firm power purchase agreement assured developers of long-term revenue streams which in turn allowed them to attract equity and debt financing.
The regulatory concept of the Standard Offers is also seen ia the name: standard contract provisions preapjlroved by the utility commission. The cost of negotiating individual contracts with utilities was therefore significantly teduced Similarly, utilities developed standard requkements for plant designs and interconnects with the utilities' transmission system, or thus energy system compatibility.
Under terms of the standard offer contracts, Pacific Gas and Electric and Southern California W o n ( S a ) , the two largest private utilities in California, agreed to purchase over 18, OOO MW of new capacity from independent power producers. By late 1984, utilities became alarmed that commitments to buy power would displace nudear, fossil, and even geothermal, and economic hydropower from the Pacific Northwest. ' Ihis was clearly not the intended result.
"he California Public U t i l i t i e s Commission responded in July 1985 by suspending the issuance of SO4 contracts, and avoided costs fell dramatically in response to the perceived surplus. By 1987, avoided costs were oae-fourth 1982 levels.
The CPUC has since issued a revised long-nm standard offer that includes a total capacity limitation and a competitive bidding scheme to determine tbe aaual price to be paid to qualifying facilities.
As of December 31,1988, geothermal power from independent emrgy producers accounted for 57 1 MW online, and a total of 886 MW contracted capacity in the state.
Hence, new projects io California continue to be built under prior Interim Standard Offer Number 4 contracts. Of the remaining outstanding contracts, several will expire io 1989.
The final S O 4 contract offer will not, however, expire until June 1990. A near tern surplus of electrical capacity is now forecast in California, and it is anticipated that this will significantly slow near term geothermal growth. The total of utility and non-utility geothermal capacity on-line in California as of May 1989 The City of Provo invested about a million dollars in the substation and power line required to connect to UP&L's main transmission line. The City of Provo operates the plant, which is owned by MEI. MEI pays UP&L,/PP&L a wheeling fee that started at about five-tenths of a cent (5 milIs) per kwh, but was reduced by the utiIity commission to threetenths of a cent (3 mills) in 1987.
Reservoir estimates indicate that additional power could be generated from the resources at both Cove Fort and Roosevelt Hot Springs. As a result, MEI is seeking letters of intent from other municipal utilities wishing to obtain non-UP&L power. As stated in the beginning of this chapter, large hydroelectric projects were built decades ago in the Northwest, with resulting electricity being less expensive than in any other region of ?he &unUy. Not d y is electricity inexpensive in Oregon, most utilities have long term projected electricity surpluses (mid 1990s to early 2000). In addition, wholesale power is available for purchase through the Bonneville Power Administration for less than $.03 per kwh. Utilities a n currently unwilling to purchase m a expensive power firom independent power producers or become involved in tisky new power plant development projects. LOW territories, diversity of need, and variation in avoided cost offers, wheeling access and wheeling charges are critical issues for Washington's independent power developers.
Avoided costs for Washington's utilities were very attractive in tbe early 1980s as an energy deficit was predicted. A hydropower licensing "gold NShn ensued with permits 6led on over 450 potential sites. Geothermal developers held over 50,000 acres of potentially valuable geothermal leases. The energy shoxtfall, however, was rapidly tramformed into a 2,000 average megawatt surplus after BPA and the Power Council completed load forecasts in 1982 using refined econometric techniques to replace the then current practice of using "sum-of-rhe-utilitiesies" straight line extrapolations. As a coosequence, avoided costs tumbled and interest by independent power producers evaporated. As can be seen in Table 2 In retrospect, P W A worked well in Washington. During periods of forecasted generating resource need, avoided costs were high 'and sewed as an incentive to QF development. Two hydropower projects signed power purchase agreements with Puget Power for a levelized price , (over 35 years) of 7.5#/kWh. Avoided costs declined when Washington utility cost models accounted for price-induced decreases In forecasted load growth. The need for new t Market Influences on Power Development -11 tbermal resource development was therefore deferred. hrget's current levelized avoided cost is about 4.9ekWh (over a 20 year period). This properly functioning avoided cost methodology sewes to establish an appropriate, effective, and reactive price signal to resource developers.
In Washington State, "standard prices" or power purchase offers were not made. Instead, a variety of power purchase contracts were negotiated by developers of qualifying facilities with investor-owned utilities, public utility districts, and municipally-owned and operated . utilities. Power purchase rates were negotiated and vary according to firm energy production, seasonality of output, project ramping rate, and load following capability; performance guarantees, ability to schedule maintenance or downtime, rights of refusal, power plant purchase options, project stm date, and length of contract; front-loading or levelization provisioas; and the ability of the project to provide "demonstrated" capacity.
Legislation was also enacted which allows PURPA to work effectively. Initially laws established ownership rights and provided irrigation districts, PUDs, and municipalities with expanded enabling powers. Financial incentives for renewable resource and cogeneration projects were also created. Permitting processes were streamlined and, in some cases, simplified. In addition, laws were passed which are designed to ensure that development proceeds in an environmentally acceptable manner. F i n a l l y , recent activities in both the electric and natural gas industries and regulatory change, at both the national and state level, will affect the fume rates of development for both cogeneration and renewable resource projects. In particular, utility least-cost planning requirements, the imposition of competitive bidding resource acquisition schemes, and natural gas availability and pricing will impact
Introduction
Geothermal power generation in the United States has undergone an innovative revolution since the early 1980s. From the early 1960s until the late 1970s. the American geothermal industry was, for all pradcal purposes, a single technology unique to The Geysers. The resource was dry steam at a fairly constant temperatm and pressure with low amounts of noncondensible gases. Resource companies led exploration for and development of The Geysers steam field; Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) was the only utility involved in design, construction, and operation of geothermal power generation facilities. Steam was purchased from the resource companies at a percentage of the selling price of the electricity. Condensate was used for cooling water with any excess sent back to the resource company for injection at an additional cost.
Since 1980, however, 'The Geysers Scenario" has rapidly diversified. Steam discovered in recent years can contain noncondensible gas in excess of 5 percent. New resources being developed in other geographical areas of the western United States are typically hot water instead of steam, with temperams varying from near boiling to 2WC (500'F) or above. Water quality varies from several hundred PPM total dissolved solids to upwards of 350,000 PPM.
Resource companies are still in the business of exploring for and developing resources, but some are no longer satisfied merely to sell steam or brine. Several have begun to construct, own, and operate power generating facilities. This leaves the utility with the sole role of power marketer.
However, not all utilities have accepted this role; cases now exist where resource exploration and development are jointly funded by utility subsidiaries in return for lower "fuel" prices. Where traditional resource mnpanyhtility company roles are maintained, the sale of the steam or brine is more likely to be based on pounds of steam or millions of Btu purchased. Furthermore, condensate or spent brine is no longer looked upon merely as a waste product with associated disposal costs, but, in many areas, as a vital commodity for prolonging the life of the resewoir, PWWA requires that electrical utilities interconnect with qualifying facilities and purchase electricity at a rate based upon their full avoided cost (Le., the cost to an electric utility of purchasing, financing, building, and operating an additional unit of electrical generating capacity or, if capacity expansions are not required, the incremental cost of operating the most expensive resource(s) in the utilities generating mix). Q ufacilities (QFs) include geothermal and other generating technologies and cogeneration projects which satisfy maximum size, ownership, location and/or efficiency criteria. The Tax Acts allowed for the deduction of intangible drilling expenses and extended the percentage reservoir depletion allowance, traditionally available to oil and gas, to geothermal (depletion permits the owner of a production well to compute deductions on percentage of income produced rather than as a function of capital invested. In addition, investment tax credits of 25 percent and accelerated depreciation over five years for generation facilities were aIso provided by tax law. both conventional and renewable energy resources, greater environmental awareness and concern, and the realization that hot water reservoirs are more abundant than dry stream fields. Hot water resources could provide several thousand megawatts of electrical generation. In fact, as much as 90 percent of the potentially recoverable hot water resources are documented by this report. Several ipcent geothermal power projects have departed significantly from The Geysers' precedent in ownership and operating structures. This illustrates that a two-party structure is no longer essential. Of course, the two-party arrangement still works, it's simply not the only means of structlning geothermal power generation development.
Title Ii of the Pubfic U t i l i t y Regulatory Policies Act of 1978, provides the legal basis for aoon-utility to construct and operate a power plant for the sole p q m e of selling the electricity produced. Such a plant is termed a Qualifying Facility (QF). Such plants recover costs only through electrical production. PURPA requires the local utility to interconnect with the project and either purchase the power at the utility's avoided costs or wheel the power to another 3 N890"I hW?P 0 Potentlal Northweit Otvelopmnt 6lt.r incremental cost to BII electric utility of electric energy or capacity or both which, but for the purchase from the qualiiing faciIity or qualifying facilities, the utility would generate itself or purchase from another source. To m a i n exempt from regulation as a utility, a QF can produce up to 80 Mw net output when using geothenal energy. Therefore, the basic objective for plant &sip is net power production of 80 MW with the highest achievable reliability while giving ample consideration to protection of stream m e w s supplying the plant and project economics. Thus, for the prudent developer, maintaining power on-line maximizes revenues, regardless of plant size. Meeting performance and cost criteria is vital to a WRPA developer. The objeaive of producing power in order to be paid distinguishes PURPA developers from utilities who are guaranteed a fixed rate of return based on capital investment, independent of plant performance.
Thus for the hrst time power plant design and construction is not the sole domain of utility engineers. Any independent developer can now hire a competent architectural and engineering finn with experience I O design and construct a generation facility for operation by tbe independent power producer. la fact, some resource companies developed sufficient in-house expertise to design power plants, e.g., Phillips Petroleum (Dipple and Gozlser,
1985).
i Design Innovations for Eficiency and Reliability -15 Table 3 Geothermal Plant Data Matrix
-Innovative Design #New Geotiaennal Generating Phnts
The Santa Fe #1 geothexmd plant at The Geysers typifies new P W A project structures. Two widely used iudices to measure the performance of electric utility generating plants are the availability and capacity factors. Availability refers to whether a plant was capable of generating electricity during a given period of time, regardless of whether it actually did so. The capacity factor is a measure of the power a plant'actually produces compared to its potential output over a given period. ' Ihe capacity factor is always equal to or less than the availability factor, because the utility typically does not require the entire rated output of any particular plant during the entire period coosidered. Capacity factor is nomally based on the plant's gross generation, the entire amount of electricity produced by the generator(s). In this paper, a narrow definition of capacity factor, one based on net ratber than gross power generation, is used. This 80 M W (net) Occidental achieved its desired results using two turbines providing 100 percent redundancy, an unusual desiga. This unique design duplicates many active components in order to achieve maximum availability and capacity. Santa Fe now owns and operates both the wellfield and the power plant. Other independent power producers use different techniques but desire the same thing: to produce and seli as much power as is possible over the year. effectiveness and maximize returns, nw-utility design standards are becoming commonplace. The adequacy of such non-utility construction is being confirmed by the operating histories of plants throughout California, Nevada and Utah.
PURPA appars to be a force in changing the historical separation between, and motives of, "fuel" suppliers and plant developers. The interface between parties is shifting from the fiel4plant boundary to the transrms ' sion switchyard. This shift results in a sharing of the risk and reward of an integrated operation. Both resource development and power plant operation are optimized by the financing and scheduliag flexibility of these new plants.
In order to achieve the greatest possible cost -Plant Development U.S. utilities traditionally designed, built, and operated generating plants while obtaining fuel supplies from resource developers. New power plants are often neither owned or operated by utilities. Thus, managing the risk of maintaining adequate energy supplies is a new role for the utility who no longer has full control over system supplies; and developers and third parties now find themselves generating electricity and marketing electricity as a product to meet utility needs. These and other points emerged during an Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) meeting (EPRI 1.
2.
AP-3686,1984):
Investors find fhe shmd risk approach of third-party financing of power plants more palatable: P W A , plus federal and state tax credits, make geothermal projects more attractive than before to third-party investors. This can be attributed to California's initiative in standard contracts which lead to more clearly defined levelized prim for power, enabling revenue streams to be easily forecast; and Resource developers now find themselves maxiceting electricity as a wholesale product and brokering financial arrangements, as well as developing energy
Resource companies have expanded their roles in order to package generating projects which meet their own objectives, are acceptable to utilities and regulators, and are compatible with the financial objectives of investors. In such arrangements, the utility may seek an option to purchase the generating plant at some time in the f u w , but this is not a universal provision.
Avoided costs vary from state to state. In areas that enjoy less expensive fossil fuels or hydro or nuclear power, low avoidea costs do not encourage exploration or development; witness the lack of development in the Pacific Notthwest of the United States. However, QF electricity can be "wheeled to an area of higher avoided costs, which may provide a mechanism for development of prospects in low avoided cost areas. Nevada and the Imperial Valley of southern W o r n i a provide examples of such areas.
PURPA contracts for three generating facilities in Nevada were approved by the Nevada PUC in 1983. The small size of these first Nevada qualifying facilities (5-10 MW) did not justify the transmission line costs to move the electricity out of state. However, 17 M W of power from Beowawe, Nevada, is being wheeled by Sierra Pacific to Southern California Edison Co (Lunis, 1985 Plant Operation frequently tumed off or "shut in," geothermal resources tend to be developed to provide base load energy. Achieving high availability is a design, contractual, aad operational consideration. Such energy production warrants a capacity payment, which is a monetary premium added to the price for the capability to deIiver energy. Naturaty, some small amount (2%) of down time for maintenance will be necessary; but designing to minimize operating outages (e.g., using parallel systems to permit operation during maintenance) should be given hi& priority. 
Santa Fe #I
The Santa Fe #I geothermal power plant, which is located less than a mile from SMUDGEO #I, is another unique study. Santa Fe was the first company in The Geysers to control the operation of both the steam field and the power plant and seLl power under a PURPA contract. Because Santa Fe is both steam supplier and plant operator, each pound of steam both produced from and remaining in the reservoir has a premium value, and, thus there is a strong incentive to use that steam as efficiently as possible.
Initial design studies completed fbr the Santa Fe facility by Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation indicated (as with the SMUDGEO #1 plant) that highest efficiency could be obtained through the use of a four-flow turbine ( Figure  2 ). However, due to Santa Fe's common ownership of the plant and wen field, plus PURPA contract incentives, it was highly desirable to obtain both highest dowable capacity and availability for maximum levenue with minimum per unit production costs. It was therefore determined that instead of using a single four-flow turbii anangemeat, which would have to necessarily operate at below maximum efficiency because of turbine fouling or experience regular 
Two-Caslng Doubleflow
The use of two turbine generators thus allows for more frequent refurbishing of the turbine blades to maiatain performance at design value without significant loss of revenue and without the need to maintain two spare rotors.
Higher efficiency was also ensured through selection of a turbine design which incorporatedpartial arc admission and, as has been mentioned, the capability to,slide to 50 percent over pressure. The use of the partial arc admission resulted in reduced throttting losses under normal operating conditions (two turbine operation) and improved single turbine operation. (Figure 4) . The plant was designed to operate efficiently at 182'C (360T) using a supercritical Rankine cycle with a 9 0 10 mixture of isobutane and isopentane as the working fluid. However, the plant never operated at much above 50 percent of rared capacity due to brine supply problems, and no determination of actual obtahed efficiency was determined before b e plant was taken out of service in 1987. ' The plant is comprised of two 5 MW nameplate capacity turbiie generators. Cooling is provided through the use of two banks of dry cooling towem (air-to-air heat exchangers), each containing 11 sections. Condensation of the working fluid is based upon floating cooling with the condensing temperatuxe allowed eo vary with changes in the inlet air temperatute. noating cooling lresults in lower than average production during the summer, and higher than average output in the winter. Favmble atmospheric conditions during the remainder of the year make up for the low summer production. The constant rate contract does not include tin;e of day or time of year rate differentia. Average annuat conversion efficiency, in this case, overlides single point desiga conversion efficiency consideratiom. The net result is a higher total annual power output than if a single high air temperature was chosen as the design point for year-round operation (Campbell and Holt ,1985 were fully evaluated by Phillips Qeothermal, the field developer. Given the 163'C (325'F) resource temperature and meteorological conditions at the plant site, the RST system was calculated to have distinct cost and performance advantages over other systems evaluated. Among the advantages of wet over dry cooling was a reduction in parasitic load of nearly 750 kW, and an increase in average power produced of approximately 2.8 MW. m e use of floating Cooring as compared to constant cooling was expected to result in a 10.5 percent increase in net power.
The RST system was expected to result in a net iacrease in conversion efficiency of only .21 percent over a binary system, but with the RST, a capital cost savings in 1983 dollars of $7,200,000 over a binary system could be realized. In comparison with a dud flash plant, the Biphase system was expected to provide an advantage in gross power output approximately equal to the parasitic load or an increase in net power production of approximately 10 percent (Cerini, et The visual impacts that a generating facility, associated well field equipment, and cooling tower plumes will have, are highly dependent upon proximity to population centers or ateas of high recreational usage and/or extreme natural beauty. "he most critical site surveyed during the course of this smdy in terms of visual impacts is undoubtedly that in the resort community of Mammoth Lakes, California.
Redudng Impacts of Airborne Ponutants
Concerns over emissions of noncondensible gases (e.g., H2S) and other airbome pollutants (e.g., boron, mercury, arsenic, and other trace metals), have been responsible for a great deal of research resulting in a number of innovative design measures.
H2S, which is a problem even in low concentrations because of its highly detectable odor and because of its toxicity in high concentrations, has been the focus of much of this wok (Bloomquist, et al., 1985) . At present, the Stretford process is the most commm, efficient, and costeffective mechanism used to control H2S emissions at The Geysers in northern California. Secondary H2S abatement is often provided through a hydrogen peroxide/chelating agent,katalyst system (Fesmire, 1985) . 'Ihe Dow process is however gaining in acceptance because it does not produce a hazardous solid waste product but "burns" the sulfur instead (Buenger, 1989) .
Ihe use of the Stretford and hydrogen peroxide abatement systems has significantly reduced one of the greatest environmental concerns associated with resources containing high concentrations of hydrogen SUE&.
Unfortunately, these systems function only if the steam is directed through the condenser. Because of this, a major concern has been the unabated release of hydrogen sulfide during a turbine trip or other malfunction causing steam to be vented to the atmosphere (stacking).
In the case of both the SMUDGE0 #1 and Santa Fe plants at The Geysers, this problem has been significantly reduced by incorporating a turbine bypass into the system design. The turbine bypass allows the full s t m flow to be routed past the turbine directly into the condenser and the hydrogen sulfide abatement system (Fesmire, 1985; Tucker, et al., 1980) .
The designers of the N B A (Northern California Power
Authority) geothermal plant #1 did not incorporate a turbiie bypass into iheir plant design because of cost Consideration, but instead use a computerized well shut-in stacking and start-up system which provides maximum flexibility in well operation while minimizing unabated release of hydrogen sulfide to the atmosphere (Fontes, 1985; Anderson, 1986). In 1986. the wellfield supplying Unit IS, which is operated by Pacific Gas and Elecuic Company at The Geysers, was equipped with a computerized well shut-in/start-up system in order to meet the environmental standards for H2S emissions. Tbe system is capable of ramping down the steam field to predetermined levels of flow witbin ten minutes of being tripped off-line or the advent of stacking. In a like manner, the wells can be ramped up automatically when additional steam flow is required (MacPhee, 1987).
Another desigh option being considexed by many operators to minimize nonmdensible gas (NCO) release is to capture the gas and inject it together with the condensate, and/or spent brine, back into the reservoir. In the case of the COS0 project, the release of any air pollutants was a major concern at the China Lake Naval Weapons Testing Center.
Califomia Energy Company in order to comply with .
emission standards adopted a system by which approximately 100 percent of the noacondeasible gas is injected together with the brine and steam condensate cutting air emissions to nearly zero (McClain, 1989; Rosser, 1989 In addition to playing an important role in improving system efficiency, avoiding atmospheric discharge of steam, and decreasing boron release, the design and operation of SMUDGE0 #I and Santa Fe has also minimized another critical environmental concern--the visual impact of cooling tower plumes.
Another major design option to minimize all forms of air pollution from geothermal power plants is the utilization of a binary system (Figure 4) . In the case of the binary system, the brine never comes into contact with the atmosphere. In binary systems, for example, at ORMESA I, IA, and II, Steamboat Springs, Stillwater, and Mammoth Lakes, Ihe geothermal brine is confined under pressure from the plant's production well to the-injection well (Asper, 1985; Miller. Steamboat Springs ORMAT facility. Originally the plant was designed to use wet cooling during the warm summer months and air cooling during the cooling tower drift could have been a bazard to near by highway transportation, the plant was, however, forced to go to 100 percent dry cooling due to a lack of available water rights and chemical problems associated with using the geothermal brine for cooling (Miller, 1987;  ORMAT, 1989).
1988
Dry cooting was also incorporated into the design of the winter months, when
Reducing Impacts Upon Water
Water, being the medium by which geothermal heat is transferred to the surface for utilization, can often contain high concentrations of potentially hazardou. materials. ln addition, large volumes of ("nongeothermal") water are often required for use in power plant cooling systems or as the heat transfer medium in Hot Dry Rock projects.
The greatest potential impacts upon surface and mar surface groundwater are high concentratim of silica and/or calcium carbonate together with potentially toxic amounts of NH3, H2S, Hg, B aad As, which are often found in geothermal brine (Bloomquist, et al., 1985) . The total amount of these substances varies from a few hundred PPM to several hundred thousand PPM, dependent upon the chuacteristics of the resource. There may even be substantial differences from well to well within the same reservoir. Because water is merely the heat transfer medium, and little or no actual consumption occurs, Geothermal power generating facilities are, in most instances, major industrial complexes which can be expected to have a significant visual impact u p surrounding mas. In additioa to the industrial nature of the facility, geothermal plants must be co-located with the resource which, because of the geological nature of its occurrence, is most often found in areas of extreme scenic beauty-mountainous areas of volcanic or teaonic origin.
The major sources of visual impacts are drilling rigs, pipelines with expansion loops, generating plants, cooling towers, steam plumes, and traasmission towers and lis.
The use of directional drilling from production and injection islands has reduced the number of well pads and the amount and complexity of well field piping. Plant siting is based, to the greatest extent possible, on environmental as well as geotecbnica! grounds, and facilities are constructed, painted, and landscaped to have the least disruptive impact upon the visual character of the area. , The greatest visual impact resulting from geothermal power generation, however, is generally the steam plumes which emanate from the cooling tower and which may be visible for distances of several mites, depending upon meteorological conditions. The visual impact of steam plumes has, however, been significantly decreased or eliminated through the use of two innovative applications of proven technologies-more efficient heat rejection systems and dry cooling.
At SMUDGE0 #1 h The Geysers, the large capacity of the condenser and cooling tower was designed to obtain maximum efficiency in steam utilization because of the terms of the stream contract. However, an additional benefit of the heat rejection system, which was designed to obtain an exaemely low bad pnxsure, has been to nearly eliminate the cooling tower plume even when temperatures are below -zing (Prideaux, 1985) . In fact, it is estimated that the plumes have been reduced by as much as 75 also selected so as to be in compliance with county regulations which prohibited the coastruction of facilities greater than 20 feet tall (Lyster, 1985) . Although this was one of several critical criterion for the Mammoth project. undetectable operation within a mile of the higbway into California's largest ski mort clearly demonstrates geothermal compatibility with the most seasitive of environments.
In the case of Mammoth-Pacific, the cooling towers were Condusion generating facilities in the United States has undergone a major revolution since the early days at Ihe Geysers. Ihe majority of that revolution occurred beginning in 1980.
The changes that have occurred are a result of several factors, among which the passage of the Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA) of 1978, the Wrgy Tax Act of 1978, and the 1980 Windfall FVofit Act axe probably most significant These impoaant pieces of legislation have resulted in a new alignment of traditional resource developer/utility roles. Resource developers are no longer satisfied nor constrained (depending upon corporate philosophy or perspective) to merely sell geothermal brine or steam to a generating utility. Instead, they often consider plant ownership and operation a natural extension of their business, with the utility serving only as the marketer of electricity. Utilities, on the other hand, have begun to consider investment in resource exploration and development to "be design and operation of geothermal power competitive "fuel" prices and marktt i positions. Utility subsidiaries are often the vehicles used to accomplish this although some utilities, such as Portland General Electric, Seattle C3ty Light and the Eugene Water and Hectric Board, have made direct investments in leases and/or exploration.
steam contracts which caU for payment on the basis of pounds of steam delivered rather than on a percentage of revenues from electricity sales. Similarly, when the field developer and the plant operator are the same, there is a clear recognition of the value of each pound of steam produced (Fesmire, 1985) . Higher efficiency has been achieved through turbine bypass systems, computerized well field operation, the use of larger heat rejection systems, and more efficient turbines. Secondary benefits have been decreases in airbome pollutants, increases in available water for mervoir maintenance, and decreases in the visual effects of cooling tower plumes.
Engineering design, driven by desire to maximize economic efficiency, has also sought highest capacity and availability factors. Many of the newest plants have been able to achieve these in the high 90 percent range. High availability has been ensured through redundancy of most active components. For example, in the case of the Santa Fe plant at The Geysers, this includes a redundant (i.e., "twin traia") turbine generator (Fesmhe, 1985) . In the case of Mammoth-Pacific, Stearnboat Springs, ORMESA, and COSO, it means multiple mod& units which vary in size from 800 kW to 27 MW.
ORMESA, this is continuing to happen with four plants totaling Over 50 MW (net) expected to be in operation by the end of 1989.
In conclusion, geothermal power generation is continuing to prove itself a highly reliable, cost-effective source of electricity. Comparison of cost and reliability criteria suggest geothermal to be a source of electricity which will almost surely play a major role in meeting future energy demands in an environmentally acceptable manner as it continues to gah in acceptance by the tinmcial community and utility purchasers.
Improved generation efficiency has been mandated by Thus, through innovative improvements in plant design and plant and well field operation, many of the geothermal generating plants built since 1980 are operating with extremely high capacity and availability factors while, at the same time, optimizing the use of geothermal steam or brine with decreased environmental impact. The MammothPacific binary plant is w e of the classic examples of this with benefits occumn ' g to the developer, utility, consumers, and the long term productivity of the field.
The cases sited above can be regarded as state-of-the-art technology for siting or evaluation purposes. Even on low grade resources, small binary systems are demonstrating technical, environmental, and economic advantages in spite Introduction engineering, construction, and the affects of the independent power market on new geothermal production. 'Ibis researcb indicated a trend toward growing financial community influence over power plant development. Following this tine of investigation, the financial community was interviewed for perspectives on geothermal and other power plant development. The following is a synopsis of the findings obtained through interviews with six of the largest 6nancial institutions in the United States who have extensive experience in the financing of geothermal as well as other alternative energy projects.
Listed below are specific m a s evaluated by the investment community to determine the viability of geothermal or other alternative energy projects. Many of the topics (constmetion techniques, developers' capabilities, engineering desiga, equipment spedfications, and power sales agreements) were covered in Chapters 1 and 2.. 
Highlights of each topic, as
Power Sales Regulation
Construction
Big name coastntctors are preferred and often a requisite of obtaining financing. Construction mtxacts should be fixed price-, a techaique leamed &om cost ovenuns at many utility power plant projects. Tight construction contract clauses a~ also requited by banks. Completion guarantees and formulae for rectifying any problems (without using the banks' money) are nearly always required. 
-Innovative Design ofNew Geotheml Generating PIants
Rates paid are examined for consistency with prevailing market prices, and for utility policy regarding contract extension in unforeseen circumstances.
Three power project topics critical-fuel supplies, operation and maintenance, and regulation-are discussed further due to their significance to the banking community.
Following a close examination of these three finance aspects are the conclusions drawn from large commercial bank intendews.
Fuel Supplies
Ample, assured fuel supply for geothermal (and other small) power plants is increasingly emphasized. Plant fuel supply trends reflect the maturity of independent power in as much that since independent power plants have operated for significant periods, long term fuel supply issues have risen to the forefront as a major concern. Financial backing of geothermal projects is another force behind this trend. Bankers note that fuel availability and prices drive revenue requirements, and that revenue reliability depends on assured fuel supplies. Fuels drive revenues, without which, pr0jects do not happen Selected fuel supply examples in the power industry are instructive. Hydroelectric power plants have somewhat unique fuels: river or stream flow. While the cost of such fuel is arguably h e , the amount of fuel available to use is Critical. For both hydro projects that store water behind a dam and "run-of-the-river" projects, river flow must be known to size the plant and predict revenues. I€ no reconk a available, project development risks are high. Biomass (wood) fuel rislrs rn typically reduced by having a wood products mill contract to supply the plant. Better yet is to have the mill be a participant in the power project. The Oregon Department of Energy's Small Scale Energy Loan Program has financed a number of biomass power plants. These plants 8 f e all subsidiary operations of lumber mills. Due diligence work on the loan requires that several scenarios of mill residue supplies be developed to determine whether the project can be financed. The 6rst scenario is based on historically good production years.
Other scenarios a based on percentages of operation, Le., 75,50,25, and no mill output. In the latter case, other nearby mills and forest residues would supply the plant. Such studies are part of the due diligence work which banks and financiers perform to assure adequate cash flow. Municipal solid waste (MSW) or giubage supplies are another unique fuel source. This fuel can be directed to an energy recovery facility through local government action.
Such was the case with the Marion County (Oregon) MSW plant where local jurisdictions mandated that all MSW be delivered to the facility. Most project investors in these government ordinances or laws requiring a jurisdiction's MSW flows to be controued by one authority; and two, a comprehensive waste management program to be put in ptace. The second action mults in conservative estimations of "fuel" supplies, less the net effect of recycling, and other waste reduction program impacts. The concern is assured supply so that the plant is not caught short of fuel if waste reduction programs are put in place or expanded after the plant is bdt.
Fuel risks associated with gas-fired cogeneration are now being reduced by securing natural gas fields in such gas rich supply arm as Canada and Texas (Weber, 1988).
Transportation access, however, must accompany gas field purchases; the two are inseparable if they are to be of real value. Lack of gas pipeline capacity constrained the development of power plants by independent power producers despite winning bids to supply one northeast utility (Kellermaa, 1989). In another case, the financing of a new gas transmission line was part of a deal for a new cogeneration facility (Weber, 1988) . But securing gas fields and pipeline availability a both new fuel supply techniques and were made possible by recent FERC decisions on deregulation. bviously, project developers were forced to depend upon the local natural gas utilities for fuel supplies. based on their ability to build the project and motivation to make sure it operates well. The previously cited example of project partners performing plant O&M is based on that same motivation.
Other incentives to peak perfmnance exist. One good example is a bonus/penalty provision common to many power purchase contracts. For example, if seasonal rates are paid for the output, then it is imperative that the plant operates well during the peak time of the year. A bonus for good operation, tied with a penalty for not meeting minimum performance requirements, helps ensure optimum performance and guarantees supply. Geothexmal plants are most often designed to operate continuously year round, i.e., broad base load power. As a result, developers sell not only energy but capacity of their projects. Capacity requirements are met by operating a minimum period of time per year, e.g., 80 percent or 7,008 hours. Payments for plant capacity are based on meeting the agreed upon performance levels. Penalties may be invoked by both utilities aod plant owners if such minimum performance levels are not met. Both developers and bankers count on 80 percent capacity levels for geothermal power plants, a figure consistently being beaten in actual operating results (see Kleinhaus and Wdeaux, 1985; Nichols, 1989 In addition to the above listed fiuancial institutions, the President of Citizen Energy, a Boston, Massachusetts, power madtetirig brokerage firm was also interviewed in July 1988.
Common Elements
The bankers interviewed are in the project finance groups of their respective companies. Project finance at the large commercial banks frequently cvdved from utility/energy/natural resources groups. Today's changing bank structure indicates perceived market evolution: similarities among power projects have grown, while dishctions have diminished. Utilities no longer are the only parties building power plants (see Chapter 2). Many energy or naturaI resource projects (e.g., oil wells or mines) can be fiaaaced based not only on the applicants' credit worthiness, but on producible resources (supply) and sales contracts (market demand). A strong predictable cash flow supprts project financing. So the type of project to be h c e d becolnes less importaut than whether the proposal meets strict financial and performance criteria. These criteria are discussed at length below.
Much energy project financing is now characteriizd by non-recourse loans. A traditional mortgage-backed loan or h e of credit arrangement is typically based on the sponsor's name or assets. Such loans provide the bank some collateral or source of repayment unrelated to project proceeds. These remain desirable as alternative payment sources for banks. Union Bar$ has much experience in offshore oil and gas financings, which kads it to want a proven reservoir before lending. It views power plant development as akin to step out oil field development: some major work by the developer must be completed before approaching the bank. Operating and maintenance contracts a m most important to Citibank along with construction completion guarantees. ' Ibe bank wants authorization to replace the O&M comtactor ifne-ary. Citibank also raised the same utility flexibility issue that Bankers Trust did, referring to "cram down rates" in contracts. Bankers Trust called them "off market" but both terms refer to power plrrchase rates at premium prices.
commanding 25 percent of the $3.5 billion aunual maxicet. Independent power projects business, which Citibank intends to also lead. Citibank indicated that packaging total project financing with debt, equity, and commercial paper is another of its special attributes. Citibank also is active in interest rate "swaps," which help commercial banks enter into longer term commitments.
General El~ctrfc Capitol
General Electric Capital, formerly GE credit Corp., is headquartered in Staaford, Connecticut. GE is not a bank, but it functions like one when financing energy projects. GE Capital clearly wants early participation in pmjects, typicaUy before a bank would become involved. In return, GE Capital expects higher rates of return than a bank. GE Capital wants developers to use GE turbine generators, and tries to steer equipment selection to General Electric, but this is not a requisite to 6nancing. Despite a greater tolerance for risks, GE Capital's bad loan rate of about 2 percent for energy projects is quite comparable to those of commercial banks.
The only geothermal project GE capital 6nand is the Heber flash plant. GE Capital provided construction financing and a long term leveraged lease for the project. Oeothermal supply problems at Heber have made GE Capital cautious of geothennal, and they would seek outside consulting advice to assure reservoir adequacy before financing future projects. The Heber situation points to the Citibank emphasis on fuel deliverabUty, not just reservoir size. In similar energy projects using gas fired cogeneration, GE Capital strongly considers fuel supplies. OE reduces cogeneration fuel risks by securing gas fields in Canada and Citibank believes it is the leading utility bank, just an extension of that Financing: The Banker's Perspective -37
Texas to assure supply and participated in the financing of gas pipelines to assure access, percent debt. 'This is due to its desire to get in earIy and receive higher rates of return b a n a bank. GE Capital believes it is much more tlexible than any bank, and acknowledges tbat it is more expensive as a result. The difference in philosophy between GE Capital and banks is t k approach to failure: GE plays to win as opposed to banks playing not to lose. GE Capital's competitors, in its eyes, are therefore no4 banks but aggressive subsidiaries of insurance companies and utilities. Prudential Capital with over $1.7 billion in 58 alternative energy project finanrings, is ttw: chief cornpetitor. Credit Suisse sees a big future market for independent power projects. Geothermal projects present a less clear picture. Competition between bantss is seen as a growing treo& Credit enhancers, e.g., letters of credit backing bonds, will be more commonly used in new projects as a means of improving economics.
GE Capital
Condadoas
repmnt the upper echelon of independent emrgy backers. Projects they finance are characterized by the following: In conclusion, the banks and other financial groups ba-g these projects have now achieved sufficient familiarity with dtemative energy projects brought to the table by independent power producers to back rhese projects and make money from doing so. They did this by merging their natural resource and utility banking experiences. What remains to be done is Blssuring long term operation to gain credibility and put to rest any reliability questions. This will be m increasing requirement of the utilities as they become more dependent u p independent power producers for an ever increasing portion of their load. Independem geothennd developers iue meeting financiers' expectations.
